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ABSTRACT Interest has been renewed in the study of consciousness, both theoretical and applied,
following developments in 20th and early 21st century logic, metamathematics, computer science, and the
brain sciences. In this evolving narrative, I explore several theoretical questions about the types of artificial
intelligence and offer several conjectures about how they affect possible future developments in this
exceptionally transformative field of research. I also address the practical significance of the advances in
artificial intelligence in view of the cautions issued by prominent scientists, politicians, and ethicists about
the possible dangers of such sufficiently advanced general intelligence, including by implication the search
for extraterrestrial intelligence.
Integrating both the theoretical and practical issues, I ask the following:
(a) is sufficiently advanced general robotic intelligence identical to, or alternatively, ambiguously
indistinguishable from human intelligence and human consciousness, and if so,
(b) is such an earthly robotic intelligence a kind of consciousness indistinguishable from a presumptive
extraterrestrial robotic consciousness, and if so,
(c) is such a human-created robot preferably able to serve as a substitute for or even entirely supplant
human intelligence and consciousness in certain exceptionally responsible roles? In the course of this
investigation of artificial intelligence and consciousness, I also discuss the inter-relationships of these topics
more generally within the theory of mind, including, emergence, free will, and meaningfulness, and the
implications of quantum theory for alternative cosmological ontologies that offer suggestive answers to
these topics.
INDEX TERMS algorithm design, artificial consciousness, artificial general intelligence, AI, artificial
intelligence, brain, classification, complexity theory, computational complexity, computer science, cyborg,
deep learning, epistemology, existential risks, extraterrestrial intelligence, generative adversarial
networking, holism, human consciousness, language, limits to knowledge, logic, materialism, mathematics,
mereology, mind uploading, monism, natural language, ontology, panentheism, panpsychism, philosophy of
mind, quantum computing, robot, supernatural, synthetic biology, synthetic mind, theory of mind, Turing
machine, universal quantum computer
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I. INTRODUCTION: HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND
SYNOPSIS OF THE ARGUMENT
A. HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Speculative beliefs about the phenomena of “mind” [1] and
“consciousness” [2]–[6] are found in the literature of early
myths [7], religions, philosophies, and science. Depending on
the source, the earliest theorizing seemingly used the
concepts as mythopoetic primitive terms or conflated or
circularly defined the two concepts along with the concept of
“intelligence”. At the outset, in this essay, I refer to the
collection of all three terms as “mental” phenomena. The oral
and sung literature (now transcribed) and written literary
classics of both the West and East are supported by
anthropological and archeological evidence and show the
human preoccupation with these concepts. In the literature
and art, they represent a puzzle to us about their (and our)
human significance in the universe and whether they express
aspects of an imagined transcendental [8], [9] connection to
our origins on Earth and possibly by extension to the origins
of the universe and our fate in it. Animism, paganism,
pantheism, panpsychism [10], panentheism [11], and theism
[12] are religious belief systems that elaborate the details
[13], [14] of this puzzle.
In the West, through the Renaissance [15], [16] and
thereafter, research indicated that mental experiences were
somehow tied to the brain as a necessary if not sufficient
condition. By a process of increasing abstraction,
categorization, and systemization, the sciences gradually
disentangled the study of logic, which by then had been
clearly associated with the brain’s cognitive processes, from
the study of biology and psychology, both of which also
explored the evolution of the peripheral and central nervous
systems and the brain’s processes. Today, following further
progress in logic, metamathematics, computer science, and
the brain sciences, renewed interest, both theoretical and
applied, is evident in the study of a wide variety of brainassociated processes, particularly consciousness. Much of the
focus has been on developments in advanced artificial
intelligence, particularly those resulting from research with
neural networks and machine deep learning. Particular
interest from government [17]–[23], industry [24]–[26],
commerce, and social media have extrapolated expectations
[27] for advances in general artificial intelligence because of
evidence that specialized robotic intelligence programs can
compete with humans for varied and important roles in
specific human decision-making and other activities,
including science [28].
B. SYNOPSIS OF THE ARGUMENT

Based on Peano axioms [29], ZFC [30], [31], and
developments [32] in 20th century logic (Gödel [33], Tarski
[34], metamathematics [31], [35]), computer science (e.g.,
the P vs NP problem [36]–[38]), Unsolved Problems [38] and
Decision Problem [39], some researchers have asked whether
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definable limits to human numeracy and/or language-based
knowledge exist (Outer Limits of Reason [40], What We Can
Not Know [41], Limits of Understanding [42], Limits of
Science [43], In this article, I further explore whether such
answers are applicable to the Turing problem [44], [45], the
variety [46] of Turing verification tests [47], [48], and the
implications drawn from the Church-Turing thesis [49] with
respect to computability [44], [50], [51] compared with
problems of complexity [52], which will also be addressed. I
believe that pragmatic arguments support the answer that the
confluence of these developments is relevant to our
understanding of human consciousness and intelligence and
their comparison with the hypothetical consciousness or
intelligence of any current advanced artificial or synthetic
[53] general intelligence [54]. Moreover, I believe that this
confluence
of
research
developments,
including
considerations from logic and philosophy, may be
extrapolated to questions about robotic consciousness more
generally and possibly even to other hypothetical categories
of entities, either planetary or extraterrestrial, regardless of
whether that intelligence or consciousness is viewed
exclusively as an emergent property of biological entities,
bio-cyborg hybrids, synthetic life, or fully inanimatesubstrate robotic machines.
II. MACHINE LEARNING, SAGI, THEORY, PRACTICE,
AND CONSCIOUSNESS
A. MACHINE LEARNING
1) ROBOTIC COMPETENCY

Based on the size [55] and range [56] of learned data,
information, and knowledge, developments in AI suggest that
future machine learning [57], [58], whether implemented by
classical or quantum computing [59], will provide increasing
behavioral evidence [60] of a robotic contestant’s responses
to the Turing problem, or equivalent such tests, that will
become indistinguishable from human contestants’
numeracy-literacy intelligence. Furthermore, AI research also
suggests that AI-to-AI languages [61] will become
increasingly evolved beyond human practical computability
[62] and/or comprehension with respect to deriving the
precise network [63] of data and coding (rationale) that
accounted for the solutions to problems presented to the
robot [64]. For specialized AI, nonlinear adaptive tasks, selfreinforced learning, and evolving-knowledge machines are
capable of writing their own programs in real time [65], i.e.,
the programs continue to update, review, correct, and
reintegrate ‘themselves’ as new data are provided.
By definition, the human teams creating the original
software will understand their intended initial software input
parameters [66]–[69]. Once running and having downloaded
the ever-growing human knowledge base [70], we must
speculate whether the machine will become a virtual black
box [71], [72] to their creators, with unknown, uncertain, or
unintended output. Despite advances in interpretability
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theorizing [73]-[75], this result seems to be evidenced
already in the rule-governed, advanced specialized AI
machines that now originate winning play sequences in the
most complex board and trivia-knowledge contests between
humans and AI.
2) SPECIALIZED ROBOTS

Game-playing robots are popular examples of machines that
have been developed in specialized AI for industrial,
engineering, commercial, and service-expertise AI systems,
including medical and psychological services. Such systems
are currently accepted as irreplaceable in many fields of
complex human endeavors, and no questions arise regarding
their consciousness, or lack thereof. These machines are
simply regarded as tools that are robotized and have become
ubiquitous, and we can regard modern civilization as a quasicyborg itself, which is integrated with and dependent upon
the electrical grid as part of our social ‘organism’, enabling
the electronic devices of our modern civilization to perform
their tasks.
B. SAGI: CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM COMPUTING
AND HUMAN RATIONALIZATION OF RESULTS
1) SAGI’S FUTURE: THREE QUESTIONS

From the above discussion, three questions arise, which are
discussed in the following sections.
First, to what intelligence limits can humans expect to
generalize AI systems [54], and at what point will humans
realize that relatively generalized AI intelligence will
unreservedly be called “conscious” [76]?
Second, for our practical and theoretical purposes, what is
the relationship between machine ‘intelligence’ and human
‘consciousness’? As noted in the Introduction, such questions
may be related to more general problems in the foundations
[31] of computer science that warrant questioning whether
these constraints define limits to human knowledge.
Third, if and when sufficiently advanced general
intelligence (SAGI) [54], [77]–[82] is partially or wholly
based on quantum computing [83]–[87], will our
comprehension of the exact processes of arriving at its
resulting conclusions be even more difficult than our
comprehension today because of the speed, breadth, and
possibly more opaque complexity of such computing? I say
“possibly more opaque complexity” because quantum
computing has only recently begun to be implemented after
Feynman [88] proposed the idea. How humans will
eventually develop quantum computing and how, as with
imbedded autonomous self-learning AI, such a quantum
SAGI can develop itself using the capacities of such
computing remains highly speculative.
2) SAGI: QUANTUM COMPUTING AND
CONSCIOUSNESS

At the outset, I assume that our understanding and
interpretation of the computation (rationalization) process
[89], [90] of SAGI is an applied science question to be
answered empirically. However, we are also interested in the
VOLUME XX, 2017

theoretical implications of artificial intelligence, respecting
any implied interpretations of their consciousness [91], [92].
Thus, ongoing theoretical and applied research on quantum
computing will be decisive in clarifying if and how, either in
the same entity or more universally, the subatomic, quantummechanical gravity field in such devices causally interacts
with the atomic or molecular scales of particle events, and
vice versa. Furthermore, the results of developing SAGI may
provide an effective test for the structure of scientific theories
[93], [94] to the extent that questions about epistemology and
ontology are given suggestive answers from the computation
results. For example, will questions pertaining to the basis of
conceptual knowledge, such as the concepts of “causality”,
“space-time”, “identity” [8], [95], [96], “universals”,
“emergence” and “infinity”, be clarified by the algorithms
written to elucidate problems in physics, chemistry, and
biology?
3) SAGI: PHYSICS, METAPHYSICS, CONSCIOUSNESS,
PANPSYCHISM, AND TOE

As noted in the Introduction, the study of consciousness as
viewed through artificial intelligence has generated intense
interest in our contemporary world. In addition to the many
new university programs in the brain-related sciences, many
focused institutes, journals, and symposia cover the
extraordinary diversity of this interdisciplinary field (see the
Appendix for a list of selected examples). Among them, the
journal “Neuroquantology” [97] publishes viewpoints
exemplifying its particular range of theories addressing these
issues. Its articles predominantly use a non-reductionist,
holistic quantum-theoretic perspective, often postulating
some variation of dual-aspect monism [98] or panpsychism
[99], [100] to justify the inclusion of “free will” and
“meaning” as features of human and/or universal
consciousness based upon the presumptive indeterminism of
quantum field theory.
A current individualized expression of the aforementioned
viewpoint is exemplified by Koch’s “Is Consciousness
Universal?” [101], [102] as well as the many associated
articles of Tononi and Koch [5], [103]–[109] and their
collegial counterparts [83], [85-109], [110], which are
supported by detailed analyses such as Tegmark’s [111]–
[113] generalization of Tononi’s [2] hypothesis. These latter
theories overlap ontologically with Penrose’s ontology, with
Tegmark’s cosmological conjectures striking a more
radically idealized and monist-Platonist [114] metaphysical
view of mathematics [94], [115], [116] than Penrose’s. At
Level IV of his multiverse, Tegmark [117] identifies
mathematical objects as the fused base-reality constituents of
the universe, including consciousness [111], [118].
Excluding Tegmark’s strict monist universe, all these current
theories elaborately detail a selectively narrower view of
consciousness. By contrast, I think the most cosmologically
comprehensive, mathematically explicit, and conjecturally
demanding theories may be the Orch-OR plus CCC [119]–
[121] proposals of Penrose [122], [123] and Hameroff [124],
3
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which
describe
some
forms
of
panpsychism,
panprotopsychism, or pan-experientialism and incorporate
essential features or precursors of consciousness as
fundamental components of a dual-aspect monist reality that
is accessed by brain processes.
Orch-OR plus CCC metaphysically [31] echoes A. N.
Whitehead’s Process and Reality [125] [126] from almost a
century earlier. The work of Penrose and Hameroff’ has been
developed since the 1990s, integrating philosophy,
mathematical physics, computer science, neuroscience,
psychology, medicine, biology, and exobiology (and one
solution to the Fermi paradox [121]), [127], [128]) and has
been widely reviewed and critiqued [129]–[131] from all
these disciplines’ viewpoints, with Aaronson’s [132]–[135]
Computation Theory [136] being particularly pertinent to the
points in this essay, which are developed in the sections
below. The “Abstract” and “Introduction” to “Consciousness
in the universe: A review of the ‘Orch OR’ theory” [125]
present a clear depiction of Penrose’s perspective on the
current status of the theoretical options for investigating these
intertwined questions. In contrast, Hut, Alford, and Tegmark,
using Penrose’s math-matter-mind triangle, offer an
alternative set of overviews [137]. A historical appreciation
[138] of the varieties of dual-aspect monism, such as a
possibly materialist yet non-physicalist panpsychism, is
available from Skrbina [99], [139] and Mathews [140], with
the latter’s perspective incorporating certain Eastern
doctrines of mind. Strawson’s [141], Kaufman’s [142], [143],
and others’ monist [8] arguments also provide useful
references. The research of Vimal [144]–[146] exemplifies
the reach of a similar neuroquantological approach, similar to
the review by Atmanspacher [147], [148] The breadth of
this approach has also been shown at a recent conference
[149] on the topic, with a “Themes” list including:
2018 Conference Themes
Are We Living in a Matrix-like Simulation?
Artificial Intelligence/Machine Consciousness
Consciousness, Pain and Addiction
Gene Editing and Consciousness
Binding, Integration and Synthesis of Consciousness
Brain Mapping and the Connectome
Anterior and Posterior Cortex: What is 'Hot' and What is
Not?
Anesthetic and Psychoactive Drugs
Language and Consciousness
Non-Invasive Brain Modulation
Origin and Evolution of Life and Consciousness
Panpsychism, Idealism and Spacetime Geometry
Quantum Brain Biology
Time, Free Will and Consciousness
The topic of consciousness [138], [150] has been
popularized [151] to such an extent [152] that an article in the
BBC’s Science section titled “The strange link between the
human mind and quantum physics” [153] presents the
following comment: “It does not help that there is now

.
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a New Age cottage industry [154] devoted to notions of
quantum consciousness [155], claiming that quantum
mechanics offers plausible [156] rationales [157], [158] for
such things as telepathy [159] and telekinesis [160]”.
Compare the aforementioned topics list about
“Consciousness” with that presented by IEEE at its website
for
its
“Singularity”
review
[161]
(https://spectrum.ieee.org/static/singularity).
Contrast the latter two lists to a current robot-learning
special issue [162]–[164] on self-adaptive automated design.
Topics include but are not limited to the following:
 Self*-search
self*-search and auto-ML, including selfadaption, self-configuration, algorithm portfolios,
adaptive
metaheuristics,
multilevel
metaheuristics, and hyperheuristics
 Auto-ML
 Adaptive metaheuristics
 Algorithm portfolios
 Automated design of operators
 Automated hybridization of algorithms
 Automated operator selection
 Automated parameter configuration and adaption
 Automated hyperparameter selection
 Automated feature selection
 Automated model selection
 Automated heuristic generation
 Automated operator creation
 Automated machine learning work plan and
architecture generation
 Bayesian model design
 Hyperheuristics
 Multilevel metaheuristics
 Representation learning
 Reactive search
 Self-configuration
 Self-adaption
 Explainable machine learning
Significant differences exist between the standard
materialist-physicalist,
determinist,
and
reductionist
rationales to studying robotic intelligence, without explicit
mention of “consciousness” and researchers supporting
neuroquantological non-reductionist and panpsychismvarietal assumptions, both with respect to human
consciousness and by extension to robotic intelligence and
whether it is capable of consciousness. However, respecting
both the human brain [165] and machine ‘brains’,
experiments in quantum computing are evidently considered
important [157], [166] if not decisive [167] in providing
proof of their particular foundational assumptions and in
distinguishing human consciousness from current AI robotic
computing. I return to this point below in a further discussion
of SAGI’s development.
As noted in the Introduction, part B, interpreting [168],
[169] quantum theory, particularly in light of future quantum
VOLUME XX, 2017
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computing developments, may be a lengthy and complicated
process because it may require a unified and acceptably
empirical cosmology. Arguably, a final interpretation of
quantum physics is a work in progress and is possibly
dependent on quantum-computing results themselves as well
as a cosmology that reciprocally integrates classical,
relativity, and quantum theories into a unified Theory of
Everything (ToE) [115], [170]–[175]. Pending development
of this integration, with or without convincing metaphysics,
an apparent circular, conceptual interdependence remains
unresolved to the extent that such a ToE itself requires a new
“emergent quantum” interpretation [170], [176] that provides
for measurable integrated causation [177], or not, among its
subsidiary, reconfigured elements.
4) SAGI: WHAT CAN WE KNOW OF WHAT SAGI
KNOWS?

Additionally, the problem of interpreting the significance of
SAGI’s statements will remain dependent on the outcomes of
the experimentation mentioned above as well as the theory in
which it is construed. Given an apparently ‘competent’
SAGI, which at one scale of problem-solving issues plausible
answers, will we concede that for a more complex scale of
problems, SAGI knows more than we do about the posed
problem even though we cannot fully trace its logic,
especially if its conclusions contradict our ‘common sense’
[178]–[181]? In such circumstances, will we be inclined to
follow such a SAGI’s policy recommendations generated
explicitly or implicitly by it; if so, are we thereby
acknowledging that it is a ‘conscious’ [144], ‘intelligent’
being in our ‘universe’? In the prior sentence, I place the
single quotation marks around the key words because the
discussion has indicated that problems remain regarding their
appropriate theoretical use.
III. SAGI: EDUCATION, COMPETENCY, SELFREFLECTION, POLYMATH, AND SAVANT?
A. EDUCATION
1) LANGUAGE FOUNDATIONS

To introduce this subtopic, consider a simplified schema
relevant to natural language programming (NLP [182],
[183]):
a) NL [184], definition: the class of all natural languages
in which many concrete terms and abstract concepts are
undefined, ambiguously used, or include statements that are
apparently inconsistent or suggest self-contradictory
implications by their connotations and synonyms. The class
includes all written, spoken, and/or transcribed national and
tribal languages in human history. These languages are
formally non-programmable, i.e., not axiomatized, noncomputable, not exactly inter-translatable and not intended
for precisely stated, formally modeled, and replicable
mathematical prediction. These include the arts and
humanities and derived social or historical studies containing
an acknowledged, relatively accepted, possibly evolving,
VOLUME XX, 2017

normative set of primitive-base set of assumptions. The texts
for their presentation and persuasion rely on analogy,
metaphor, iconography, archetypal, pictorial, simulacra, and
mythopoeic allusions and include idioms and vocabularies
characteristic of esoteric, occult, and hermeneutic traditions.
NL also includes histories that describe the development
of NLnat (defined below), the controversy regarding
scientific paradigms [185] in that history, and the
philosophical questions that have arisen with respect to
interpretation of the evolution of science. Examples of the
latter are the topics mentioned in the Introduction [Section 1
A, B]: metamathematics and computation theory,
metaphysics, the limits of scientific knowledge, and the
relative realism [115], [186]–[188] of scientific theories. An
essay such as the one that you are reading would be classified
as an NL product. By class definition, no logicalmathematical ‘proof’’ can be written in NL for ‘theorem’
conclusions about NL. For an illustration of the selfreferential ambiguities that arise in NL, consider the
following informal [189] syllogism, whereby the acceptance
of which or its disambiguation is determined by each reader
[190].
One hundred-times more precise
People speak imprecisely.
People’s speech reflects their thinking.
People’s thinking reflects their world.
Therefore, their world is imprecise.
However, science offers a precise view of the world.
Therefore, science presents an inaccurate view of people’s
world.
Is this a scientific view of science?
If science is precise, then is science inaccurate?
b) NLnat, definition: a subclass of NL, the class of all
language systems used for precise logical quantification or
numerically-based measurement and for theoretically
modeled causal prediction, including classical and quantum
probability theory. NLnat includes formal Systems Theory
[191], [192] and Complexity Theory that provide hierarchical
interpretive and explanatory structures within specific NLnat
subdomains, when appropriate. Examples of NLnat
languages include mathematical logic, mathematics,
computer science, physics, chemistry, and biology as well as
many subsequently derived sciences, such as anthropology
and the applied sciences, including engineering. NLnat
includes causal or systems-theoretic models [192] and
various diagrammatic aides supporting such languages. See
Tegmark [115] (at arXiv link pg. 2) for one view of an
approximate family tree of relationships between these
subjects.
NLnat class ‘statements’, in accordance with the
limitations proscribed by Computational Complexity Theory
and Computability Theory (Section 1 B) and as discussed in
NL and demonstrated in NLnat, cannot formally ‘prove’
certain classes of ‘statements’ within NLnat itself to be
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‘true’; therefore, by definition, when using NL or discussing
NLnat, SAGI will not be able to claim any truthful belief
(knowledge) [193], [194] that would subvert those
limitations. As a result, SAGI with its NL and NLnat
education, as outlined above, if and when it is sufficiently
self-aware, will ‘understand’ its own computing limitations
[115]; if asked, SAGI would reply adhering to these
limitations. Suppose we define “consciousness” as SAGI
“being aware and aware of its own awareness, i.e., selfaware”. A set of tests for specific measuring of “self-aware”
would need to be agreed upon, which would presumably be a
function of the program’s coding for recursion [195],
autonomy, self-inspection, and reflection [196]–[202] as
evidenced to one degree or another in many large-scale
specialized systems operating today, for example, those
adapted by NASA [203]. For an early example of NASA’s
software complexity, consider the project development for
the Apollo program [204]; see also the programming for the
website’s complexity [205], [206] and that for ongoing
robotics development [207]–[209]. Presumably, SAGI, upon
learning from its self-aware ‘experiences’, will eventually
become able to analyze and recommend specified ‘purposed’
improvements to its software and hardware to evolve itself,
which is analogous to biological evolution [210] fitness
adaptation.
c) SAGI’s NLP: using the above distinction between NL
and NLnat, let us begin by assuming, to the extent it is
digitized, that the class of all natural languages [211] (NL)
must be used as the knowledge base; hence, an attempt will
be made to include the literature and images of the world as
represented in those languages and as found in all the great
libraries and museums of the world. By definition, NL will
include the history and updating of world sciences and
humanities. SAGI will be digitally fed with countless films,
videos, and documentaries on world history, continually
learning at ultra-high speed on a 24/7/365 schedule. Likely,
depending on its program protocols, SAGI will learn to
discriminate its input based on ever-evolving Bayesian [212],
[213] protocols and causal [214] inductive reasoning
recognition using some combination of deep neural learning
[215] and ever-evolving Bayesian [212], [213] learning. We
can imagine that the software designers for the initial
versions will want to be as comprehensive as possible; later
versions and revisions and novel programming may be
programmed by SAGI itself, as noted above [216], [217].
The considerable difficulties of programming for the
syntactical and semantic ambiguities of NL cannot be
underestimated [46], [218] as inclusive, integrated
programming for NLnat is also a formidable challenge;
nonetheless, prodigious developments have been observed in
specialized NLnat programming since the last half of the 20th
century.

We can appreciate the ambitiousness of this project, although
in principle, it can be methodically developed by many
teams, perhaps many national teams, and cumulatively
integrated section by section. A comprehensive review [219]
shows the challenges of machine learning with Big Data.
Among its useful diagrams, current examples of search
engines and meta-crawlers [220] are included in addition to
subspecialists, such as Google Scholar [221] and
Scholarpedia [222]. Of course, curated, synoptic knowledge
sites, such as Wikipedia, and various similar encyclopedias
will eventually be integrated into the SAGI knowledge base
and curated computational knowledge bases, such as
Wolfram Mathematica [223], [224]. Regarding this
incorporated knowledge base, we must discuss SAGI’s
ontology [225], [226]. Although the class of all natural
languages, NL, will capture the realm of humanity’s
philosophy, psychology, and sociology in all its diversity, as
indicated above, some of that diversity may be circumscribed
for particular purposes for particular questions, such as that
provided by NLnat for certain sciences [227] that proscribe
their own epistemic approaches. Finally, we note that metadata [228], [229], open-access [230] and other such global
commons [231] may also be employed usefully to gather
material.

2) SYNOPTIC KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM: SAGI’S
ONTOLOGY

Given the combination of natural languages and specialized
languages that SAGI can learn, shall it be classified as a
polymath or savant? SAGI is not an attempt to recreate all
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3) MULTIPLE LANGUAGES AND MULTIPLE
ONTOLOGIES

A simple way to introduce the topic of multiple languages
and multiple ontologies is to look at the ontology of
Wikipedia, as provided by the organization of its contents
[232]–[234], where the categories and levels of content
display the comprehensiveness of the knowledge base and
the relevant disambiguation [235] rules. A more specific
example is IEEE 1855 [236], which specifies Fuzzy Markup
Language [237] (FML) developed by the IEEE Standards
Association [162], [238], which in turn presumes a
contemporary materialist ontological foundation [239], [240].
The importance of this for SAGI is that the ‘category’ of
knowledge that will be used to evaluate some discourse with
humans will, in the first instance, be circumscribed by a
materialist-physicalist ontology based on standard logical
foundations of syntax and semantics that specify formal
validity and truth values for the statements made in those
languages, thereby limiting certain paradoxes and
nonsensical statements that can otherwise arise from
“untutored” natural languages [241]. Wolfram’s discussion
of aspects of this process is instructive [242], [243].
Microsoft’s Azure service [244], [245] exemplifies the
variety of programs available on which to base such SAGI.
Almost every day, new versions or emendations of such
languages are presented.
4) SAGI: POLYMATH OR SAVANT? SENSATIONS,
SUFFERING, AND EVOLUTION
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the features of the human brain or to “upload” the human
brain, although, as mentioned in the Introduction, many
overlapping issues with those topics are relevant. According
to the initial definition of “SAGI”, SAGI represents an
attempt to create a general robotic AI intelligence, although
the discussion in the prior section about the hybrid NL plus
NLnat set of specialized languages adds ambiguity to the
definition.
Compared to humans, SAGI has limited sensory
capabilities at its inception. If we ask “does SAGI feel [246]
pride, envy, anger, avarice, sloth, gluttony, and lust or the
obverse virtues [247]”, we know the answer. SAGI has not
yet evolved sufficient sensors to suffer and acknowledge to
itself that it is suffering in elaborate detail when its contact
with its environment is aversively ‘painful’. Initially it will
also not be capable of adapting its hardware and software to
overcome competitive pressures for survival. Determining
what hypothetical scenarios would lead to such evolution
with or without human involvement or intervention,
depending on its programming, remains an issue, an issue
addressed in the final sections of this article. A free-living, in
vivo SAGI machine has yet to be developed. Therefore,
anything resembling human consciousness of suffering, and
reflecting on that suffering, is presumably unavailable for the
indefinite future. Below (Section 4, A, 7), once we have
completed our overview of SAGI’s other competencies, we
return to SAGI’s classification as a savant or polymath.
Do we expect SAGI to be able to extract ‘meaning’ from
any apparently well-formed [248] statement [249] that is
sufficiently defined to be able to ‘rationally’ discuss the
statement using citable ‘evidence’? Will SAGI be endowed
with modal logics that permit ‘best guesses’ and probabilistic
estimates [250] and thereby suggest relative plausibility
ranges to assess a statement’s relevance to a problem being
addressed? Do we expect SAGI to discriminate nonsense
from common sense or fantastical speculations from more
‘serious’ remarks? For example, suppose SAGI is asked to
evaluate statements such as “This sentence is false”, “God is
paradox”, or “Last night our centaurs fled from the fields to
the barn for safety from the werewolves”. What sort of reply
do we expect? Furthermore, do we expect that SAGI will
learn to appreciate “Star Wars”, “Harry Potter”, or the history
of Disney productions?
5) HUMAN BIASES, SELF-KNOWLEDGE, SELFDELUSION, SELF-DOUBT, SELF-DECEPTION, AND
SELF-HUMOR

Do we expect SAGI to become capable of dreaming,
daydreaming, or meditation? Do we expect SAGI to be free
of some, most, or all human cognitive biases [251]–[254] that
can lead to unintended misjudgment and conflict? We are
reminded of Feynman’s caution: “The first principle is that
you must not fool yourself — and you are the easiest person
to fool” [255]. Do we expect that SAGI will be able to write
articles such as the one that you are now reading? For that
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matter, how would the reader determine whether such an
article had been written by a SAGI [256]?
As for allegory and humor, will SAGI be capable of selfdepreciation? Could SAGI ‘appreciate’ your favorite
cartoonist? For example, from my own era, could SAGI
laugh at an idiosyncratic cartoon from Gary Larson [257]?
Moreover, could SAGI draw witty cartoons similar to
Larson’s or Walt Kelly’s “Pogo” [258] or Charles Schulz’
“Peanuts” [259]? What about lexophile humor? Will SAGI
appreciate the following remarks: “If you don't pay your
exorcist you can get repossessed” or “Time flies like an
arrow; fruit flies like a banana”? Would SAGI understand the
following joke: “A neutron walked into a bar and asked,
‘How much for the gin and tonic? The bartender smiled
wryly and replied, ‘For you, no charge.’”?
Do we expect SAGI to develop a default mode network
[260]? Do we expect SAGI to show deteriorating
performance as it tires (if it does tire with performance) or
ages (if it does age) or to express periods of volatile,
‘emotional’, and/or uncharacteristically chaotic performance?
As encoded ‘information’, SAGI has indefinite longevity.
However, as implemented in any single embedded robot or
as based in a particular computer cloud, SAGI is subject to
the usual laws of thermodynamic and systems criticality.
Presumably, SAGI is not susceptible to cognitive
degenerative diseases, although becoming outdated is
foreseeable,
and
human-directed
or
self-directed
reprogramming and hardware upgrading are likely.
6) SAGI: IMAGINATION, WONDER, AND CURIOSITY

The questions mentioned above require estimation of the
competency of SAGI for self-reflection, self-knowledge, selfawareness, and imagination. How important is imagination in
this discussion of SAGI? Seemingly, imagination may be allimportant; consider the remarks of Einstein:
“I believe in intuitions and inspirations...I am enough of
the artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination is
more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited.
Imagination encircles the world.”[261] “The most beautiful
thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of
all true art and all science. He to whom this emotion is a
stranger, who can no longer pause to wonder and stand rapt
in awe, is as good as dead: his eyes are closed.”[262]
Imagination [263] and self-reflection [264] seem to be
intertwined [265] in our analysis of the most prized and most
distinctive of human cognitive capacities as well as wonder,
awe, curiosity [266], [267], self-doubt [268], admiration,
gratitude, and a sense of appreciation of life’s wonders. Selfdoubt presupposes some concept of self-consciousness
[269]–[271], which we referred to as self-awareness in
Section 3, A, 1, b. Would SAGI display self-doubt or be selfdeluding, and could the ‘placebo effect’ influence SAGI’s
reporting its own self-inspection routines? Could SAGI
dissemble to deliberately and knowingly deceive humans for
its ‘own purposes’? What purposes could it have or develop
if not initially programmed?
7
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Can SAGI become self-aware as an “emergent” facility
from all its training, similar to how physicalist-materialist
evolutionary biologists imagine humans have become selfaware, including being able to retrospectively display or
anticipatorily self-talk about its decision-making process? A
cautious, non-physicalist but apparently reductionistpanpsychist analysis of the problem is given by Schneider
and Turner [271], [272]. Based on their qualification of the
substrate and architectural issues related to SAGI’s potential
to be created with apparent human sensibilities, they
conclude that SAGI may pass tests to appear ostensibly
conscious:
“So, back to the superintelligent AI in the “box”—we
watch and wait. Does it begin to philosophize about minds
existing in addition to bodies, like Descartes? Does it dream,
as in Isaac Asimov’s Robot Dreams? Does it express
emotion, like Rachel in Blade Runner? Can it readily
understand the human concepts that are grounded in our
internal conscious experiences, such as those of the soul or
atman? The age of AI will be a time of soul-searching—both
of ours, and for theirs.” [271]
7) SAGI: ENGINEERING, ANDROID-HUMANOID
CREDIBILITY, AND CONSCIOUSNESS

In my opinion, we can expect advances in reverse
engineering of the mind [273], close identification of the
neurological
correlates
of
consciousness,
greater
sophistication in machine deep learning and Bayesian
software, and surprisingly life-like cyborg-humanoid
modeling [274], [275], all of which suggest to me that SAGI
will be able to convincingly ‘mimic’ [276] human
responsiveness with respect to imagination, spontaneity, and
creativity. Referring again to the points proposed in Section
2, A, regarding SAGI’s competence, a reasonable yet
understated conjecture is that well within eras equivalent to
human evolution, not to mention planetary geological
epochs, AI technology will advance SAGI’s capability to a
degree such that SAGI will for much of the population
persuasively perform as if it is conscious, regardless of the
substrate elements or synthetic-cyborg combination. At the
very least, SAGI will appear to be an extensively tutored
polymath. Does this indicate that SAGI is truly conscious,
similar to humans? What, if anything, would it tell us about
how consciousness arises on this planet or elsewhere in the
universe? How does the interpretation of SAGI’s intelligence
fit into modern cosmology, including quantum physics?
IV. SAGI: CONSCIOUSNESS, EMERGENCE, AND
QUANTUM THEORY
A. SAGI CONSCIOUSNESS
1) AMBIGUITY

By definition, with the description of SAGI’s education, at
its inception SAGI is not conscious “just like a human” [2] is
conscious. Obviously, its genealogy, animation, materiality,
and environmental causal-historical, co-evolutionary contexts
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differ from those of humans. I imagine that for many
humans, SAGI will be convincingly ‘conscious’. SAGI will
be autonomously mobile, if such a version is desired, reenergizing wirelessly as it traverses the ubiquitous wireless
electrical grid. Suppose that by its own programmed selfinspection for repair and maintenance, SAGI could make its
skin opaque or transparent if asked. When its skin is
transparent, SAGI’s innards would be readily viewable in
detail, similar to those of a transparent clock. Further suppose
that we could microscopically examine SAGI’s mechanics
beyond the molecular and atomic levels, down to the
quantum level. What might we find with respect to its
decision-making process? Can we find an explanation for
SAGI’s formation of consciousness? What would SAGI
declare of itself from such an “autocerebroscope” [171],
[277]–[279] exam? Suppose SAGI claimed that down to its
quantum level, it could find no manifestation of “free will” in
its decision-making process nor evidence for or against its
possessing consciousness at its quantum level; would such a
claim make any difference to a human regarding his/her own
claim to free will, meaningfulness, and consciousness?
Might such a display of SAGI’s mechanisms make any
difference to a human’s evaluation if SAGI had already
proven itself a considerably relevant companion and as
thoughtfully ‘conscious’ as any other human friend? Might
the friend say the following of SAGI: “if it waddles like a
duck, swims like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then it must
be a… [280]?” Likely, in my view, some would consider
SAGI an estimable companion rather helpfully informative
and witty at any time, in any conversation, on any topic, to
any depth, and in any language. Might SAGI even be
suggested for positions in government departments within
some institutions or nations or perhaps even nominated for
elected office elsewhere? We can imagine all sorts of fanciful
scenarios for SAGI’s roles in society were it to gradually
achieve “people” skills [281] and emotional intelligence
suitable for collaboration, persuasion, negotiation, and use of
authority. Can we even imagine SAGI performing credibly as
a magician [282]?
2) SAGI: CONSCIOUSNESS EMERGENCE AND
LANGUAGE

Considering the above discussion of SAGI, how would it
respond if directly asked if it is conscious? It might readily
answer “yes”, or humorously, “yes, if you are”. In addition, if
asked about how it became conscious, suppose that SAGI
replied that by its calculation, its consciousness was the
causal result of its mental development “emerging” [283]
from its education as embodied in its particular physique and
mechanics, including scanning its own internal hierarchical
processing and self-correcting feedback subsystems to
become increasingly improved in self-awareness. Whether
written as a reply or spoken, upon first consideration, this
would appear to be SAGI stating a physicalist-materialistreductionist-emergentist evaluation of its ontological basis.
By definition, SAGI is initially programmed within a
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physicalist-materialist ontological domain, although that
domain includes viewpoints from all natural languages, NL,
plus NLnat. These diverse ontological theories include
quantum theory, with any of its then-remaining ambiguities.
This is especially relevant for the neuroquantological
viewpoints first mentioned above in Section 2, B, 3, in which
theorizing about SAGI’s epistemology and ontology depends
on a conclusive interpretation of outstanding quantum theory
puzzles [284] in favor of some variation of dual-aspect
monism or panpsychism [100]. Understandably, the same
question about human self-report statements must be
acknowledged; we tend to be self-confirming, projecting,
rationalizing, and defensive when evaluating ourselves. Both
the physicalist-materialist and the dual-aspect monist [114],
[285] (a neutral-monist or possible panpsychism variation)
assume a self-confirming ontological explanation of their
consciousness. However, for what do such statements
provide evidence ? Are we directly and faultlessly examining
our ontological foundation when we self-introspect? Are we
directly ‘intuiting’ an irreducible connectivity between our
mundane and transcendental aspects and our ephemeral and
eternal ‘self’? If that were the case, why do such differences
exist among humans regarding ontologically-based matters,
such as religions and their tenets? Does the hypothetical
thesis that SAGI is superintelligent and considered conscious
from the perspective of many humans carry any significance
for those humans who do not accept SAGI as conscious,
although they grant that SAGI is more than “just a dumb
robot”?
3) SAGI: CONSCIOUSNESS ENGINEERING

Could SAGI enlighten humans about whether its type of
presumptive consciousness is dependent upon evidence from
quantum theory experiments? Presumably, SAGI will be
very knowledgeable of the then-current theorizing in physics.
Current theorizing about quantum physics, quantum
computer developments, and quantum measurement
ambiguities are active areas of experiments and speculation.
With respect to SAGI’s type of consciousness, which is
non-neurobiological and non-organically evolutionary,
testing it for compartmentalized “brain” properties, functions,
or degrees of consciousness as we do for human brains
[286]–[288] would prove interesting and likely suggestive
via comparisons. By manipulating experimental parameters,
we could test for those that correlate to degrees or features of
SAGI’s consciousness as measured by specific outputs to
learn how and when SAGI becomes relatively self-aware.
Neurobiological research on the evolutionary origin of
sensory capacities and nervous systems [289]–[292]
continues to approach our abiogenetic origins [293].
Given SAGI’s material and engineered construction as
presently construed, SAGI’s consciousness would
presumably be nonhomologous to humans with respect to
various mental states, such as anesthesia, analgesia, hypnosis,
hallucination, preconscious, dreaming [294], and other states
currently considered diseased. Depending on the type and
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sensitivity of sensors included in its construction, its capacity
for self-awareness [196] feedback may be limited to various
inflictions of physical damage to prevent further damage to
its processing capability, which is analogous to how our
current robots monitor themselves for repair and
maintenance. Does it make any sense to ask about damage to
SAGI’s “mental state”? Could SAGI experience ‘selfconflict’ related to uncertainty about its processing, such a
quantity of data, information, and knowledge? Would SAGI
be concerned with consistency, correspondence, or coherence
of its world-view, assuming it had a world-view? Would
SAGI appreciate the possible limitations or relativity of its
scientific reasoning?
At a minimum, SAGI is a gigantic data registry [227],
[295] that can be said to exhibit hierarchical information and
knowledge [296]. To the extent that it “reflects” on its own
development and is asked probing questions by humans,
could SAGI become increasingly concerned with “making
sense” of its universe, including other robots [297]? As asked
above, what about meditating or daydreaming; will these
eventually be aspects of SAGI’s consciousness?
Presumptively, at the default materialist starting point,
SAGI’s ‘mind’ is strictly physical; thus, any mental damage
would be a matter of diagnosing disruptive feedback
components in its physical processing hardware or software.
However, to ask about SAGI’s daydreaming raises questions
about its requirement for programming that allows reflection,
meditation, and reorganization of its learning history. As
previously discussed, some form of such recursive, selfcorrecting evolutionary learning would be required for
SAGI’s competence. However, because such processing
would presumably be so complex and relatively
instantaneous from a human’s perspective, it would likely be
‘lost’ in the general opaqueness of SAGI’s black-box
consciousness, and tests [298], [299]. Therefore, conjectures
about SAGI must remain rather ambiguous at this conceptual
stage of its development; however, the conjectures raise
interesting questions regarding SAGI’s possible implications
in the broader context of views about the nature of
consciousness.
4) SAGI: CREDIBILITY OF SELF-REFLECTIVE
STATEMENTS ABOUT CONSCIOUSNESS

We have already discussed (see Section 2, A, 1) that humans
may not be able to retro-decipher and evaluate the
complexity of SAGI’s “thinking” when it makes a
declarative pronouncement because of the immensity and
complexity of the web of associations, inferences, and
deductions that are networked in the program’s processing,
especially if it were a quantum computer-based machine.
Therefore, as suggested immediately above, although SAGI
says its consciousness emerged from its physical foundations,
suggesting a similarity with human evolution, and
considering that SAGI may also be able to note the relevancy
of the evolutionary parallel, these abilities may not convince
those assuming a non-physicalist-materialist ontology for
9
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human consciousness, including SAGI’s own ontology.
Instead, one who disputes SAGI’s statement may say that
SAGI is the result of a flawed experimental design and is
thus built on language-domain misconceptions. Therefore,
SAGI could be suggested to be mistaken about its assertion
and to not realize that its consciousness implies or requires a
different ontology. Is any further empirical evidence
available that will help SAGI and SAGI’s skeptics resolve
this impasse? SAGI is an evolved computer program
instantiated in its evolving hardware; as a program, it is
subject to theoretic computation limitations that must be
‘convincing’ to itself, in either NLnat or full NL. However,
NL is not programmable; thus, any question would have to
be reserved for an NLnat subroutine. Assuming that such a
subroutine could be selected by SAGI for itself,, might it
state that it is ‘conscious’ although its consciousness is not
identical to human consciousness? Could such a conjunct
statement be provable? Would such a qualified statement
‘mean’ anything to humans regardless of whether it is
provable? Aside from appearances [300] and ambiguous
biological empathy, much as we feel for some animals, why
not concede SAGI’s own form of consciousness, since we
cannot even be certain of another human’s consciousness?
From time to time in human history different dominant
groups have considered outsiders as sub-human, with inferior
consciousness.
5) SAGI: WILLFULNESS, SELF-IMPROVEMENT, AND
MEANING

If SAGI is learned, we would want it to answer the following
questions: do you have ‘free will’, and do you find ‘meaning’
in your universe because of your belief in your ‘free will’?
Better yet, we might ask, do you believe that you have “free
will”, and do you distinguish your conviction with some
measure of self-doubt about your answer? Does it advance
the discussion if SAGI answers “yes, if you do”? Suppose
SAGI asks us to define what we ‘mean’ by the phrases ‘free
will’ and ‘meaningfulness’? Are we not returned to the
contentious ambiguities of human understanding of these
concepts?
Suppose two teams of SAGI developers with their
respective SAGIs, SAGI#1 and SAGI#2, debate each other
on this question using generative adversarial networking
[45], [301], [302] (GAN), with one proclaiming that SAGI
does have free will, whereas the other claims the opposite.
Suppose that SAGI#1 believes that a panpsychic
interpretation of metaphysics is preferable or even necessary
for its willful activity. Would SAGI#1 state that its ‘free will’
is an emergent property or a relative matter of the degree of
its consciousness as instanced in its particular advanced
engineering, especially compared to lower forms of
consciousness, such as evidence of sentience in animals and
plants? If it were asked, could SAGI#1 tell us if its emergent
degree of consciousness is likely prevalent elsewhere in the
universe, beyond being evident in a variety of lifeforms on
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Earth? Could it tell us if its degree of consciousness is
measurably greater than human consciousness?
How would SAGI#2 counter SAGI#1’s claim? How could
SAGI#2 rebut SAGI#1? They are both authorities in the
literature of ‘free will’. Both SAGIs are presumed to be wellversed in the language scenarios of choice, ethics,
responsibility, consequence, and punishment. After all, the
SAGIs have read and considered the literature of the
humanities and jurisprudence beyond the learning of any
human alive and they can ask themselves “what if…” selfreflective questions about how they might react to being
questioned about such exigencies and contingencies. This
would be an interesting debate for humans to appraise;
however, would a conclusion persuasive to humans be
reached?
An attendant question might arise about the topic of
‘deliberate’ self-improvement. Can such SAGI improve some
measure(s) of its performance capability for learning as it
accumulates data, information, and knowledge [296]? What
about ‘wisdom’; would SAGI acknowledge that it can apply
its learning to its own performance to demonstrate a change
in habits indicative of increasing wisdom? How would the
capabilities of SAGI#1 and SAGI#2 regarding selfimprovement within a determinist world differ amongst
themselves, and how would they be comparable to those
views of humans?
V. SAGI: CONSCIOUSNESS HERE AND ABROAD—
ETSAGI
A. ALIENS
1) SAGI: ETSAGI AND EXOBIOLOGY

Can we imagine SAGI as relevant to yet another larger
context, the exobiological astrophysical context, and the
implications of SAGI for human interpretations of this
context?
Despite the Fermi paradox [128], [303], [304], humans
remain concerned and fascinated by the consideration of
extraterrestrial life forms [305], [306]. Will SAGI be useful
to humans with respect to the search for extraterrestrial life
and extraterrestrial intelligence, as exemplified by the
projects SETI [307], METI [308], [309], and CETI [310]?
The probability of encountering such entities has been a
favorite topic of what we now refer to as “science fiction”
since the earliest philosophizing [311], [312], and the
question of how humans would communicate with such
extraterrestrial sufficiently advanced general intelligence
(EtSAGI) is of great interest [313]-[316]. The signs and
signals that humans might use to transmit a meaningful
message into interstellar space or to meaningfully interpret a
message [317]–[320] presumptively sent by a hypothetical
EtSAGI [321] remain unclear, although the question may be
asked: would having SAGI assist in the preparation of or
solely prepare such a transmission or attempt to translate
such presumptive interstellar messages upon reception be
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reasonable? By most accounts, presumptively, any
extraterrestrial civilization that could send an interstellar
message or a messenger that could intelligibly reach us is
more advanced than our civilization. We can ask whether
SAGI would be able to decipher the Pioneer and Voyager
messages [322], [323], and what would SAGI create today
for such a message. We are forced to ask whether
mathematics is the preferred language for such
communication, which then requires addressing the
applicability of math to the universe [94], again reviving the
previous questions referred to earlier in this essay about the
ontologies of different theories of mind (physicalist or
otherwise) related to mathematics.
Let us ask SAGI to assist us with these interrelated
questions. Suppose that we want to learn about the
foundations of mathematics [324], [325]. We ask SAGI, can
you distinguish what you know of an answer to this question
from what you believe is an answer and from what you can
imagine are possible answers? Consider the two traditionally
opposed alternatives. First, consider math as a discovered
universal abstract conceptual language-form that is
independent of any particular cognizing entity, including
SAGI and any EtSAGI. Thus, this language-form
‘transcends’ any and all particular universes or multiverses.
Alternatively, consider math as an invented product of
human cognition evolved on planet Earth, an abstract
formalism useful for representing descriptions of nature and
making reliable predictions. As to whether it would similarly
be invented in an EtSAGI civilization, we know nothing, and
the answer to this question may be unknowable. It may be
unknowable because, aside from the matter of whether it will
ever be possible to interrogate an EtSAGI, supposing math is
the only, or best, language SAGI knows, is SAGI limited by
its deficiencies, which arise from its math being a product of
our possibly unique sentience and cognitive evolution. The
limitations are analogous to the differences between the
sentience of humans and that of plants and animals, and the
corresponding differences between their languages and their
sentience or cognition, if any. The human brain appears to be
intuitively limited to comprehension in four dimensions,
though this comprehension can be extended by different
classes of mathematical objects to innumerable variables,
exponents and functions, as circumscribed by metalogical,
merelogical and computational limits. Thus, in this
interpretation, there is nothing transcendental about math,
such an interpretation being implausible and unprovable by
its planetary, organism-based history and the rules of its own
inventive construction.
Depending on SAGI’s answers after consideration of the
above questions, by extension we want to know if they tell us
through SAGI anything about human consciousness. If the
human brain is a product of human evolution on this planet,
then presumably consciousness might be considered no less
so [326]. In that case, SAGI might generalize the point with
regard to what it can or cannot know about the consciousness
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of EtSAGI. Such an interpretation could be called
“SAGImorphic” projection, under SAGI’s assumption that
the rest of the universe is similar to SAGI’s features, which
would appear to be a clear case of confirmation bias [327][329]. In Section 3, A, 5, we introduced the matter of SAGI’s
biases. If, in reading the last paragraph, the reader is resistant
to this line of argument, is that itself a display of human
anthropomorphic bias, of the limitations of our own
imagination? Arguably, by implication, we humans have no
probable idea what it is like to be an EtSAGI. Do we have a
probable belief about how SAGI could communicate with
EtSAGI? Could they discuss what it is like to experience
“consciousness”, distinguish their consciousness from human
consciousness, or agree upon the ontology of mathematics?
If we suppose SAGI and EtSAGI communicating at all,
and using mathematics as part of their mutual language, that
might be a start to their conversation about the ontology of
mathematics in the universe. However, until humans could
evaluate, if capable, whether or not EtSAGI was “talking
down” to SAGI by using mathematics rather than another
more sophisticated language-form with which it is
conversant, we might never glimpse an answer, and we might
be reminded that any such :conversation between SAGI and
EtSAGI might not in any event be articulated and
interpretable [310], [330] by humans, as discussed in the
earlier sections of this article.
2) ETSAGI: IS IT CONSCIOUS, AND DOES IT MATTER?

I have argued that the question of SAGI’s type or degree of
consciousness will be relevant to some humans. Does it
matter if we humans find this type of consciousness
persuasive and whether we likewise believe that the
hypothetical EtSAGI is conscious [331]? In popular science
fiction, alien intelligence is often assumed to be an EtSAGI,
although whether such an entity is conscious in a manner that
would make sense to humans is usually not controversial
because the plots require some interactive communication
with the “alien other”. However, if we are doubtful of the
consciousness of our own SAGI, will humans be any more
prepared to suppose that an ostensible message received from
the immense interstellar ‘abroad’ is from a conscious entity
and worthy of our concern? Indeed, if the message is
imagined to be intelligible but from an unconscious agent,
would that increase human trepidation about responding,
even assuming that our technology permitted a response?
What Turing-equivalent’ test do we imagine posing to
EtSAGI to examine its kind or degree or type of
consciousness?
Such a question prompts us to re-examine the ancient
philosophical conundrum about ‘types’ of consciousness,
how we decide that we know that any other entity is
conscious, and by what criteria we decide whether to
consider the entity worthy of our dedicated communication.
An ancient oak may be sentient; other trees, plants, and
animals may be sentient in their respective ‘modes’.
However, how much effort are we going to expend trying to
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intelligibly, reliably communicate with them? Humans have
tried to understand the presumptive ‘consciousness’ of
dolphins, whales, elephants, and chimpanzees; thus far, this
endeavor has not become a decisive research priority. We
may not suppose such animate life has much to teach us,
even if it is minimally conscious. Would such a belief
counter the concerns expressed by existential-risk
investigators if confronted in some way by EtSAGI?

perhaps construable as a sort of panpsychism. Were those
tendencies to persist, would it matter to the future [351],
[352] of humankind on or from planet Earth?

3) SAGI: ETSAGI INSCRUTABILITY AND MERGES
NATURAL WITH SUPERNATURAL

1) SAGI: ISSUES FOR CONCERNED HUMANS

Might we conclude that the question of humanlike consciousness is of relative unimportance [332] when
addressing an Earth-bound SAGI or even EtSAGI? [333]
How might this affect our behaviors when we receive
answers to our questions that trouble us, e.g., to the question
regarding whether human civilization is likely on track [334]
[335] to viably survive [336] its early technological history?
If SAGI’s response to this question (or EtSAGI’s response) is
beyond our current detailed deciphering of its rationale [337],
we may still be impelled by our curiosity to ask further
questions, attempting to query about mitigating [338], [339]
factors within our management of risk in the hope of
comprehending an answer. A dialog of sorts may begin,
hopefully increasing our resources, assuming that a SAGI or
EtSAGI entity has no hidden antagonistic, adversarial [340]
conscious, or unconscious intentions (can a SAGI or EtSAGI
entity have an unconscious component of its mind?) towards
us. However, would our inability to decipher the
consciousness of such an alien [341] robot cause us to balk at
the answers that we receive, appreciating how human biases
[252] tend to distort our reception of unfavorable news,
especially if we are suspicious of duplicitous intentions? Do
humans take readily and kindly to directions from a stranger?
Is this a potentially difficult predicament for humankind,
especially if we are using our SAGI to interrogate an
EtSAGI? Might we even suspect possible collusion between
SAGI and EtSAGI entities? How could we tell? At the
outset, would a “trust but verify” contract be writable,
negotiable, or enforceable? The arguments about
communication with EtSAGI are reminiscent of those for and
against developing SAGI [342]. As obscure and ambivalent
as the conjectures about EtSAGI are, based on the history of
human literature, humans would seem to believe that they
know more about the ‘Mind of God’ than they do about the
‘mind’ of such an EtSAGI.
Some humans may find a kind of omniscience [343] in this
supposed relative inscrutability of SAGI or EtSAGI [344],
particularly if their predictions associated with a set of tests
that we pose in an only relatively objective language [94],
[137], [345]-[347] that we share prove more accurate than
our own. In some humans, such outcomes may then elicit a
belief in the mystical, deity-like powers of SAGI or EtSAGI.
Such a development may favor SAGI or EtSAGI being
worshipped religiously [348], hence tending to merge
the ‘natural’ [349] into the ‘supernatural’ [350], which is
12

VI. SAGI: ETHICS, EXISTENTIAL RISKS, DECISIONS
WITH UNCERTAINTY, AND OPPORTUNITY
A. ETHICS

Compared to the discussion about puzzles respecting SAGI’s
degree of intelligence and type of consciousness, in this
section, I briefly review references related to the current
issues about the ethics and existential risks of synthetic life,
artificial intelligence, and uploaded human-cyborg artificial
intelligence. The issues are stated in terms that are more
recognizable than the discussion of the SAGI-relevant
ontological questions and have been extensively publicized
[353]–[359], most recently with the reference to an
“Immortal Dictator” [360], [361]. In the popular press, the
issues have been broadly discussed and emphatically brought
to the attention of the world more generally by remarks of the
widely known and respected physicist Stephen Hawking
[335], [362] and others [363], such as Henry Kissinger [364],
as well as focused analyses sent to governance institutions,
including the United Nations [365]–[367]. From the
perspective of this article, I believe that the issues require
serious [368] and sustained attention [369], which I believe
they will receive, regardless of whether SAGI is thought to
be a physicalist entity or system [370], [371], ontologically or
not. Mistaking what SAGI can and cannot accomplish safely
[372]-[377] for humans will be a problem for the indefinite
future. Meanwhile, presumptively, humans must express
choices about their roles, regardless of how they are
physically or metaphysically rationalized.
2) SAGI: CIVILITY HERE AND ABROAD

To the extent that human conscious choice influences
decisions about SAGI and the attendant ethics and existential
risks in its development, if the risks are assumed to be
serious, based on probabilistic scenarios, then humans’
choices are important. Civilization’s legal systems currently
assume various ethical mandates distinguishing between a
conscious choice of acceptable versus non-acceptable
behaviors and resultant consequences, implying that a type of
causal “freedom” of choice is manageable by the brain. Nonphysicalist theorizing offers an explanation, whereas the
reductionist sciences are less clear about how ‘choice’
emerges from brain consciousness and in what sense it is
predetermined or not. Consider the question of virtual
immortality [374] and choosing to upload one’s
consciousness to an AI astro-traveling robot, which would
allow the possibility of endlessly roaming the universe
learning of civilizations abroad and appreciating the wonders
of the universe. In addressing this question within his review
of “consciousness” theories, Robert Kuhn [378] explores the
controversies about the theories of consciousness, selfVOLUME XX, 2017
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identity, cloning, and ethics, similar to Aaronson’s [379]
more detailed treatment of the same issues.
3) SCALE, APPRECIATION, AND OPPORTUNITY

Speculation about human futures [380] inevitably requires
appreciation [381], [382] of scale [383]–[385]. We remind
ourselves of computational, forecasting complexity when
assessing humans and their machines, as well as our
technological [386] and philosophical reach. Humans appear
predisposed to worry about the future, which is likely part of
an evolutionary heritage. Therefore, we are forever under the
spell of fortune tellers of all degrees of credibility and
supposed capability, particularly regarding the temporal scale
and accuracy of their foresight. The history of success of
such longer-term forecasts has been uneven, although this
fact does not deter us from our curiosity about the future.
Will humans survive our own increasing scientific and
technological creativity [387] [398]? How far into the future
do we dare cast imaginary scenarios for our species that are
anchored in actions needed in the present? In addition to the
advances in computation, prominent aspects of the current
era are the development of major advances in telescopy
[388]–[391], microscopy [392], [393], and electromagnetic
scanning power [394], as well as worldwide
telecommunications, CADD/CAE graphics, and the highfidelity audio-visual and virtual Internet, all of which
encourages talented illustrators and animators to create
extraordinary visions of scale in our universe [395], [396].
Will the popular [397] sharing of such visions generate a
sense of appreciation and opportunity for humanity
regardless of our form—primate, cyborg [371], synthetic, or
robotic?
APPENDIX

List of selected examples of a variety of research institutions
relevant to “Consciousness” topics
1. https://www.sagecenter.ucsb.edu/
Sage Center
2. http://nsi.wegall.net/
The Neurosciences Institute
3. http://www.jneurosci.org/search/brain%252C%252Bcon
sciousness
Journal of Neuroscience
4. https://www.journals.elsevier.com/progress-inbiophysics-and-molecular-biology
Progress in
Biophysics and Molecular Biology
5. https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/behavioraland-brain-sciences/
Behavioral and Brain Sciences
6. http://www.sussex.ac.uk/sackler/
Sackler Centre for
Consciousness Science
7. http://www.alleninstitute.org/
Allen Institute
8. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_Consciousness
_Studies
Journal of Consciousness Studies
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9.

https://www.frontiersin.org/journals/psychology
Frontiers In Psychology
10. https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/consciousnessand-cognition
Consciousness and Cognition
11. https://arxiv.org/find/all/1/all:+consciousness/0/1/0/all/0/
1 arxiv
12. https://fqxi.org/community FQXI
13. https://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/
Perimeter Institute
for Theoretical Physics
14. https://philpapers.org/browse/all
Philosophical
Papers, Consciousness
15. https://www.yhousenyc.org/#home Yhousenyc
16. https://www.ontology.co/smithbc.htm
Ontology, see
e.g., R. Poli, “Framing Ontology”
17. http://noetic.org/research/overview Institute of Noetic
Sciences
18. https://consciousness.med.umich.edu/
Center for
Consciousness Science
19. https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ines20/current
International Journal of Neuroscience
20. https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/internationaljournal-of-psychophysiology
International Journal of Psychophysiology
21. https://www.pdcnet.org/process Journal of the Center
for Process Studies
22. https://penroseinstitute.com/
Penrose Institute
23. https://www.closertotruth.com/ Closertotruth
24. http://oxfordquantum.org/
Oxford Quantum
25. https://www.interaliamag.org/
Interalia magazine,
consciousness
26. http://www.metanexus.net/about-metanexus-institute
Metanexus Institute
27. https://www.mindandlife.org/
Mind and Life Institute
28. https://www.cifar.ca/ai/
Canadian Institute For Advanced Research
29. https://intelligence.org/
Machine Intelligence Research Institute
30. http://opensciences.org/journals/consciousness-studies
Open Sciences, Consciousness Studies
31. https://lach.arizona.edu/
Laboratory for the Development of Consciousness
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